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Repository principles
Main task – storage and management of digital
documents on BUT
Central library is responsible
Maintained and operated by Central library in 
cooperation with Computer and Information 
Services Centre
Brno University of Technology
First system - DigiTOOL
Why DigiTOOL? Because Aleph…
Installation covered with FRVŠ fund
In use 2008-2011
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DSpace
Initial version (1.7) installed in 2012
dspace.vutbr.cz
Upgrades
• system (1.7 ->5.3)
• database (Oracle -> PostgreSQL)
• visual (Mirage -> Mirage2)
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Repository content
Theses
Individual publications of academics
Journals
Conference proceedings
Certified methodics
Documents for „handicap“ users
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Inserting records
Theses
• automaticly from university IS
Journals, conference proceedings
• manually by repository manager
Individual publications
• by authors
• must be approved (by repository manager)
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Repository linking
OpenAIRE
NUSL
Google Scholar
Primo VUT
Other servises:
Citace PRO
PlumX
DOI
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Open Access
2013
• signing Berlin declaration
• Institutional policy
2014-
Open Access fund
• article must be evaluated
• only fully open journals
• max. 2000€ / 3000$
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Fund Withdrawals
220 000 Kč
513 000 Kč
488 000 Kč
2014 2015 2016*
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